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Proxy Statement for 2002                              Part III
Annual Meeting of Stockholders

                                     PART 1

ITEM 1. BUSINESS.

OVERVIEW

         We are a product-based biopharmaceutical company primarily engaged in
the discovery and development of oral drugs to reverse or inhibit cardiovascular
aging and diabetic complications. Our product candidates represent novel
approaches to some of the largest pharmaceutical markets. Two of our compounds
are in clinical development; several others are in early development. These
pharmaceutical candidates were developed as a result of our research on the
Advanced Glycosylation End-product ("A.G.E.") pathway, a fundamental
pathological process and inevitable consequence of aging and diabetes that
causes or contributes to many medical disorders, including cardiovascular,
kidney and eye diseases.

         A.G.E.s are glucose/protein complexes that form as a result of
circulating blood glucose reacting with proteins. These A.G.E. complexes
subsequently interact and bond (crosslink) with other proteins, resulting in
"hardened" (stiffened) arteries, toughened tissues and impaired flexibility and
function of many body organs. In healthy individuals, this pathological
A.G.E.-formation process occurs slowly as the body ages. In diabetic patients,
the rate of A.G.E. accumulation and the extent of protein crosslinking are
accelerated because of high glucose levels.

         Our current research and drug development activities targeting the
A.G.E. pathway take three directions: the breaking of A.G.E. crosslinks between
proteins in order to reverse damage ("A.G.E. Crosslink Breakers"); the
prevention or inhibition of A.G.E. formation ("A.G.E.-Formation Inhibitors");
and the reduction of the A.G.E. burden through a novel class of
anti-hyperglycemic agents, Glucose Lowering Agents, ("GLA"). We believe that we
were the first company to focus on the development of compounds to treat
diseases caused by A.G.E. formation and crosslinking. Since our inception, we
have created an extensive library of novel compounds targeting the A.G.E.
pathway, and have actively pursued patent protection for these discoveries. We
have 100 issued U.S. patents and over 80 issued foreign patents focused
primarily on A.G.E. technology.

         ALT-711 is an A.G.E. Crosslink Breaker and our lead product candidate.
ALT-711 offers the possibility of the first therapeutic approach to "breaking"
A.G.E. crosslinks, the benefit of which may be to reverse tissue damage caused
by aging and diabetes, thereby restoring flexibility and function to blood
vessels and organs of the body. We are initially developing ALT-711 for the
treatment of cardiovascular diseases. We have completed a 93-patient,
placebo-controlled safety, efficacy and pharmacology trial of ALT-711, known as
a Phase IIa clinical trial, in which patients received ALT-711 or placebo
tablets once daily for eight weeks. Study results showed that ALT-711 patients
experienced a statistically significant and clinically meaningful reduction in
pulse pressure (p
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